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Innovative Telematics Solution 
for the Insurance Industry

Better Telematics for Better Insurance



USB Connection to allow 
you to charge your phone

LED Light – Flashing green 
looking for a connection, 
consistent green connection 
made

Connects to the 
12V socket

LoopMatics is the ideal telematics 
solution for an industry that 
operates on a fundamental 
principle of a calculated risk by 
providing real-world data and 
predictive analysis. 

This is an out-of-the-box 
telematics solution that 
minimises the cost of onboarding 
to track journeys, monitor road 
behaviour, encourage better 
driving and adhere to modern 
insurance standards.

LoopMatics is the strategic choice 
for insurers who want to improve 
their market position, use driving 
data to improve pricing and build 
long-term customer relationships 
through closer communication.

LoopMatics Features



LoopMatics transmits driver 
analysis and journey information 
to the LoopMatics App.

LoopMatics can change to 
a new vehicle at anytime.

�

START TIME DISTANCE MAP VIEWS

JOURNEY INFORMATION

END TIMEROUTE

DRIVING ANALYSIS

CRASH 
DETECTION

SPEEDING/
ACCELERATION CORNERINGBRAKING DISTRACTION FNOL 



Welcome to the new standard in telematics. LoopMatics combines cutting edge 
software, to record driver journeys, report events, prevent distractions and improve 
in-vehicle behaviour. We have a readily accessible API, to retrieve all drivers data, 
journey scores, driver scores and driver analysis. A user-friendly app delivers 
easy onboarding with intuitive journey information. We provide the latest FNOL 
functionality keeping you connected to your customer every step of the way.

• Strengthen customer loyalty

• Enhance market position

• Boost profitability

• Launch new services

• Incentivise safer driving

• No installation cost

• Simple out-of-the-box solution

• Sits outside vehicle infrastructure

• Bluetooth wireless technology

• FNOL functionality

Retain Customers 
Build Loyalty
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Bluesona builds connected solutions
that deters distracted driving and
incentivise safe on-road behaviour


